Heart Shaped Flower Arrangement DIY

We used an inexpensive daisy bouquet for our video, but sweetheart roses would be especially beautiful in this project. Choose the flowers, colors and combinations that you like best!

Items Needed:
Heart-shaped tin (available in many sizes now at EveryStep Giving Tree from 25 cents to 99 cents)
Floral foam or other preferred medium for flower arrangements
Flowers – choose blooms with sturdy stems for best results
Kitchen or flower shears

Instructions:
1. Cut the floral foam to the correct size, depth and shape for your tin. Floral foam is easily cut with a knife.
2. Fill in any crevices in the foam base.
3. Cut flowers about an inch below the head of the bloom. Push the flower head into the foam, following the tin’s shape. Place the flowers close together so no foam is showing.
4. If the stem of the flower is not sturdy enough, use your shears to create a hole for the stem.
5. When your arrangement is finished, carefully water the container. Add water as the foam dries out.